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EIT URBAN MOBILITY SUMMIT 2020 SESSIONS & SPEAKERS:
Master of Ceremonies (MC)
Jean-Paul Judson, Founder, NOWMORE
Jean-Paul Judson is the founder of NOWMORE, offering moderation services for strategic dialogue,
digital content and stakeholder engagement. He is half-English, half-French, a combination some
consider to be rather unusual, and they are right: whether it’s in law, politics, education, comedy or
culture, nothing can be more different than each side of the Channel. Faithful to his dual nationality,
he holds a degree in Politics & Sociology from Royal Holloway University (London, UK) and a Masters
in European Affairs from Sciences Po (Paris, France). He has over 12 years of experience in European
politics and public affairs, covering a wide range of topics from circular economy, agriculture and
research & innovation, to local, regional & urban policies. Since August 2020, he is the moderator of
the EIT Urban Mobility’s online series “Mobility Talks”.
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DAY 1, SESSION 1:
Grand Opening Speech
Maria Tsavachidis, CEO of EIT Urban Mobility
Dr. Maria Tsavachidis is the CEO of the EIT Urban Mobility, a European knowledge and innovation
community to accelerate the transition towards sustainable urban mobility and livable urban spaces.
Before joining the European Institute for Innovation and Technology in 2018, she was responsible for
Innovation at Siemens for more than 20 year in different positions. She started her career as a
researcher in the field of Intelligent Transport Systems and holds a PHD in traffic engineering from the
Technical University of Munich.
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DAY 1, SESSION 2
Keynote: KICs under Horizon Europe
Martin Kern, Director of EIT
Martin Kern was the Interim Director and Chief Operating Officer at the EIT since 1 August 2014 until
his appointment as Director by the EIT Governing Board on 23 August 2019. Prior to joining, he
worked at the European Commission for 15 years in a variety of posts, mainly in the area of
enlargement policy and with financial assistance to support economic and social development
programmes. He started his career in the EU in Lithuania and Estonia, working in the EU Delegations
and helping the two countries join the EU, and ending his six years in the Baltic States as Acting Head
of the EU Representation in Tallinn. Following the accession of the 10 new Member States to the EU
in 2004, he continued working on financial assistance, dealing, among other things, with the follow-up
in the use of EU funds in Bulgaria and Romania around the time of their accession.
He began his career after a brief stint at the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe in
Geneva, and has Masters degrees in Economics and English from the University of Heidelberg and in
European Studies from the University of Reading.
The EIT Director is part of the EIT Management Team, which oversees the day-to-day work of the EIT
implementing its Multiannual Strategy and Annual Work Programme.
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DAY 1, SESSION 3
The Spanish Ministry of Transport, Mobility and the Urban Agenda
Pedro Saura García, Secretary of State for Transport, Mobility and the Urban Agenda
Pedro Saura García, born in Torre Pacheco (Murcia) in 1962, holds a degree in Economics from the
University of Valencia, an Extraordinary Award for Bachelors Degree and a PhD in Economics from the
University of Murcia. He is lecturer of Fundamentals of Economic Analysis at the University of Murcia
and has lectured several courses on Introduction to Economics, Intermediate and Higher
Microeconomics, and Public Sector Economics. He has been spokesperson for Economy, Finance and
Budgets under successive governments in the Congress of Deputies and in the Regional Assembly of
Murcia.
He has held the position of General Director of Economy and Planning and of Sectorial Secretary of
Economy and Finance in the Autonomous Community of the Region of Murcia. He has directed the
public company SEPES which belongs to the Ministerio de Fomento. He has been Secretary of State
for Infrastructure, Transport and Housing of the Ministerio de Fomento and holds the position of
Secretary of State for Transport, Mobility and the Urban Agenda since January 2020.
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DAY 1, SESSION 4
Barcelona City Council
Rosa Alarcón, Mobility Councillor of the Barcelona City Council
Rosa Alarcón Montañés holds a degree in Information Sciences from the Universidad Autónoma de
Barcelona and has completed a multitude of academic trainings in the field of journalism and politics.
Since the start of her career in 1989 she has been working for the municipalities of Barcelona,
Sabadell and L´Hospitalet and in different positions as Communication Director and Head of the City
Council. Since 2017 she has been working for the Barcelona City Council as Councillor for Mobility.
Rosa Alarcón has several publications in the area of politics in her name and is member of the
Commission for Ecology, Urban Planning, Infrastructures and Mobility.
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DAY 1, SESSION 5
Climate, health, economy – how cities, industry, knowledge and
innovation are buying their way out of multiple crises
High-level debate, moderated by Maria Tsavachidis, CEO of EIT Urban Mobility
Synopsis:
While our societies are facing testing times due to the COVID-19 crisis, this high-level debate will
demonstrate that every cloud has a silver lining. The panellists will discuss the reasons why cities
today hold some of the keys to unlocking several societal issues, from health and wellbeing to climate
crisis and transport poverty.
This session will shed light on how, partnering with industry and investing in knowledge and
innovation, cities are pioneers in decarbonisation of mobility, by experimenting new solutions
alongside urban transformations by rebuilding trust in the public transport system and by crafting
more liveable places for people.
The session will also emphasise the decisive role that citizens have to play to unleash a resilient and
sustainable urban mobility future.
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DAY 1, SESSION 5
Speakers:
Stephan van Dijk, Director of Innovation, AMS Institute
Dr.ir. Stephan van Dijk is Director of Innovation at the Amsterdam Institute for Advanced
Metropolitan Solutions (AMS Institute). The institute has been founded by TU Delft, MIT and
Wageningen UR, together with the city of Amsterdam and a consortium of public and private
partners. The AMS Institute works on research and innovation for creating better cities, bringing
together the brightest minds and resources from its founding universities, the city and its business
partners. Stephan is responsible for innovation strategy at the AMS Institute and managing the
research program of more than 75 projects, 100 researchers and 85MEuro of total value. He is also
member of the Amsterdam Metropolitan Region (AMA) Innovation Board for Smart Mobility, and
member of the steering committee of the Evaluation of the North-South metro line in Amsterdam.
Previously, Stephan has been senior researcher and innovation program manager at the Delft
University of Technology in the fields of sustainable mobility, urban energy and smart cities. During
his work at the university, he was also manager of an incubator for clean-tech start-ups in Rotterdam
(NL), and was investment committee member of a seed investment fund for start-ups in mobility and
transportation.
Stephan received his PhD at Eindhoven University Technology in 2008 in the field of organization
science and innovation strategy. He graduated cum laude in Operations Research and Systems
Sciences (MSc) at Wageningen University in 1999. Stephan is an expert in innovation strategy and
sustainable and smart cities, and has authored many reports and articles on these topics. During the
last 20 years he has worked on innovation and sustainability strategy challenges with partners like
MIT, Philips, Google, DSM, UNStudio, PON, Shell, Schiphol, KLM, the City of Amsterdam, the Ministry
of Economic Affairs, City of Rotterdam, and many great startups and universities around the world.
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DAY 1, SESSION 5
Speakers:
Jaromir Beranek, Head of IT and Smart City Committee, Prague City Assembly
Jaromir Beranek is a member of the Prague City Assembly and the Chairman of the IT and Smart City
Committee, elected in 2018 for the Czech Pirate Party. He deals with supporting innovation with the
focus on advanced technologies and the Smart Cities concept. He participates in creating plans and
strategies of the City in the area of sustainable transportation and e-mobility, where he strives to
build a broad network of EV charging stations. Jaromir represents interests of the City within the
prg.ai initiative that turns Prague into an AI "superhub" and develops partnerships between the City
and the academic sector in biotechnologies and space research. Jaromir holds a degree in
International Management and Law. He is experienced in finance, telco, innovations, and startup
development. He loves hiking, running and playing the saxophone.
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DAY 1, SESSION 5
Speakers:
Andrés Camacho, Director of Mobility, Ferrovial
Andrés Camacho obtained a bachelor degree in Business Administration from Deusto University
(Bilbao, Spain) with a specialisation in Finance from the ESCP (Paris, France). He also holds a MSc in
Local Economic Development from the London School of Economics (LSE). Andrés started his career
as a financial analyst at Goldman Sachs, London. He then spent a year as a strategy consultant at
Accenture in London and then moved to Spain to work on M&A (mergers and acquisitions) and
structured finance at the infrastructure conglomerate ACS. In 2008, he moved to Ferrovial to join the
Strategy and Corporate Development team of its Services division, first as a project director and then
responsible for the area. During this time Andrés was in charge of the definition and implementation
of the company’s strategic plan, execution of all M&A transactions, the integration of new companies
into Ferrovial and the internationalisation of the division into new countries. In 2019 he was
appointed Director of the Mobility Division at Ferrovial, reporting directly to the Group CEO.
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DAY 1, SESSION 5
Speakers:
Maria Tsavachidis, CEO of EIT Urban Mobility (Moderator)
Dr. Maria Tsavachidis is the CEO of the EIT Urban Mobility, a European knowledge and innovation
community to accelerate the transition towards sustainable urban mobility and livable urban spaces.
Before joining the European Institute for Innovation and Technology in 2018, she was responsible for
Innovation at Siemens for more than 20 year in different positions. She started her career as a
researcher in the field of Intelligent Transport Systems and holds a PHD in traffic engineering from the
Technical University of Munich.
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DAY 1, SESSION 6
Factory: Successful Mobility Strategies in COVID-19 times
Panel discussion, moderated by Yoann Le Petit, Business Development Manager, EIT Urban
Mobility
Synopsis:
This panel will explore the major shifts in urban mobility trends and user behaviours since the
pandemic outbreak. The discussion will focus on active mobility in cities including citizen engagement,
mobility infrastructure, economic models, and transition experiments. Panellists will exchange views
on the key transformations mobility systems have undergone since the pandemic outbreak.
Experts from the cycling industry, urban design, economics, and a city practitioner will share their
insights on the challenges and opportunities arising from the “new normal”. Panellists will analyse
what the situation means for transitioning to more liveable urban spaces, each drawing on their own
experience and first-hand knowledge.
Tune in and dive into EIT Urban Mobility initiatives driving change in mobility strategies during COVID19, thanks to local placemaking experiments and European-wide comparisons of mobility strategies
during the pandemic. Join and learn how to replicate similar concepts in your city, boosting the use of
active mobility such as walking and cycling.
Watch this session and get inspiring insights into what makes successful mobility strategies during
COVID-19 times, from small-scale city experiments to urban (re-)design and mobility planning.
Our distinguished speakers will provide a well-rounded picture of the current mobility stakes at play,
laying out their visions on how to put mobility transformations in motion.
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DAY 1, SESSION 6
Speakers:
Kevin Mayne, Chief Executive, Cycling Industries Europe
Kevin Mayne is the Chief Executive of Cycling Industries Europe (CIE), an international association for
cycling businesses. CIE delivers the strengths of the business and industrial sector to the growth of
cycling in Europe. CIE represents cycling related businesses at the European Union and runs influential
cross-sector Expert Groups on key industry topics such as bike-sharing, cycle logistics, intelligent
transport and innovation.
Kevin has been a leading figure in cycling advocacy and governance for over 20 years, during which
time he has collaborated, supported and learned from the cycling community in over 30 countries. He
has worked for ECF, for Cycling UK, held advisory positions to government and expert groups and is a
Board member of the International Mountain Biking Association (Europe).
He is a lifelong cyclist who started work in cycling after holding senior positions in international food
companies. When he isn’t talking about cycling he is usually out riding as an active tourist, commuter
and mountain biker.
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DAY 1, SESSION 6
Speakers:
Rossella Ferorelli, Urban Designer, Comune di Milano
Rossella Ferorelli has a PhD in Architectural and Urban Design from Politecnico di Milano and
researches around the evolution of the interaction between information, biopolitics and the built
environment. She has collaborated with international magazines like Domus and Abitare, had didactic
roles at Politecnico di Milano, and regularly writes and lectures. Since 2011, founding member of
SMALL - Soft Metropolitan Architecture & Landscape Lab, an architecture and urban design office and
open platform based in Bari and Milan, investigating on the contemporary urban condition through
different research forms.
Since 2019, she works as Urban Designer at Comune di Milano, managing European Institute of
Innovation and Technology (EIT) funded projects related with public space and active mobility.
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DAY 1, SESSION 6
Speakers:
Miquel Marti Casanovas, Assistant Professor, Department of Urbanism and Regional Planning,
Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya
Miquel Martí Casanovas has a PhD in Urbanism and is assistant professor at the Department of
Urbanism and Regional Planning of the Polytechnic University of Catalonia since 2001. Civil Engineer
by the Institute of Applied Sciences of Lyon and Master in Political Sciences at the Institute of Political
Studies of Paris, his field of research is the contemporary public space (from its design to the
experiences it generates, through the policies transforming it). Expert in the evolution of public space
in Barcelona, he has extended the scope of his research in this field to several European cities, as well
as to some American and Asian experiences. He collaborates regularly with other Universities in these
three continents through research stays and joint projects. In the last years he has focused his scholar
interests on sustainable mobility strategies and their relationship with a qualified, liveable and healthy
public space. He is member of CARNET (Cooperative Automotive Research Network), a
multidisciplinary platform aimed at the study and promotion of a sustainable urban mobility.
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DAY 1, SESSION 6
Speakers:
Peter Kisch, Project Manager Future by Lund, City of Lund
Peter Kisch manages Future by Lund at City of Lund. The innovation platform Future by Lund is a
community focusing on Smart and Sustainable City development engaging companies, entrepreneurs,
research, city actors and citizens in the experimentation and development of new solutions blending
technological, non-tech, cultural and social components.
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DAY 1, SESSION 6
Speakers:
Yoann Le Petit, Business Development Manager, EIT Urban Mobility (Moderator)
Yoann Le Petit works as Business Development Manager for EIT Urban Mobility’s Future Mobility
Factory. He contributes to the Factory’s goal of scaling urban mobility solutions by developing the
organisation’s thought leadership and fostering exchange with the mobility community. Before that,
he worked as a Clean Vehicles Officer at European NGO Transport & Environment on cleaner cars, air
quality, and new mobility. Yoann graduated from the London School of Economics in European
politics and government, and from Sciences Po Rennes and the Catholic University of EichstättIngolstadt in political sciences.
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DAY 1, SESSION 7
The Urban Mobility Assessment Model
Sharing findings, moderated by Elaine Trimble, Director of Urban Development, Siemens’ Global
Centre of Competence for Cities
Synopsis:
The Urban Mobility Assessment Model is an online self-assessment tool to measure the maturity of
urban mobility systems. The UMAM is based on the renowned MaaS Maturity Index (University
College London) and the Morgenstadt Framework (Fraunhofer Society). Its objective is to monitor and
demonstrate long-term progress on selected city impact indicators and to share best practices.
In this session we present insights from this year’s baseline assessment.

Speakers:
Albert Aguado, Project Collaborator, Carnet
Albert Aguado-Renter graduated in Sociology from Autonomous University of Barcelona, and
Economics from Pompeu Fabra University and Toulouse School of Economics. He has ten years of
experience in research. At the moment he is working at Polytechnic University of Catalonia
developing an index for prioritization and optimizing investments for the public and private sector.
Since February 2020 he is also collaborating with CARNET and working in the UMAM project.
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DAY 1, SESSION 7
Speakers:
David Fernandez, Project Collaborator, Automotive Technology Centre of Galicia (CTAG)
David Fernandez is an Innovation Manager within the Innovation Division of CTAG. He holds a MSc in
Industrial Engineering with a minor in Business Management & Supply Chain from the Polytechnic
University of Catalonia (UPC-ETSEIB). He is responsible of supporting the scientific and strategic
development of the innovation area, and works with development, dissemination and use or
research-based knowledge related to innovative transport solutions. He has experience in creating,
managing and participating in innovation and development projects, in cooperation with the private
sector, national, regional and local authorities, civil society and research institutions. David has
experience with urban mobility and innovation from working as a consultant in several assignments
dealing with the development of new mobility services, concepts and pilots, local mobility strategies
and plans, as well as the evaluation of innovation and societal changes on the mobility sector.

Jana Helder, Project Collaborator, Bable Smartcities
Jana has a background in technology management with a focus on mobility and renewable energy. At
BABLE her focus is on developing neutral solutions that explain and implement technologies and
possible projects in the Smart City market. She also supervises projects on strategic planning and
acquisition of subsidies for Smart City projects; scaling and replications of urban mobility solutions;
and startup support in the field of sustainability in the border region of Germany and the
Netherlands.
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DAY 1, SESSION 7
Speakers:
Jakub Muscat, Project Lead, University College London
Jakub (Kuba) Muscat is a research associate working at University College London with a background
in economics and transport planning. His research investigates the introduction of new mobility
services to cities, their potential demand and impact on sustainable mobility with a particular focus
on Mobility-as-a-Service. Within EIT Urban Mobility he has led the development of UMAM analysis of
cities' mobility systems.

Philipp Schmitz, Project Coordinator, EIT Urban Mobility
Philipp Schmitz holds a Masters degree in Electric Engineering and Business Management from the
Technical University of Kaiserslautern. He is part of EIT Urban Mobility since early stage and worked
within the PMO during the launch of the KIC LE. Since July 2020, he is working as Business
Development Manager in the Future Mobility Factory and is amongst others coordinating the UMAM
project. In his previous professional career, he has been working in the automotive industry (BMW,
Opel), and research on Industry 4.0 (German Institute for Artificial Intelligence).
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DAY 1, SESSION 7
Speakers:
Raúl Urbano, Project Collaborator, Automotive Technology Centre of Galicia (CTAG)
Raúl Urbano graduated as an Industrial Engineer from Polytechnic University of Valencia. He has more
than 8 years working experience in the European framework programme for research and innovation
since FP7 in the topics of mobility, electric vehicle and digitalisation of society. Since 2017 he works in
CTAG as Project Manager of the Technological Innovation Division, contributing to enlarge the
research activity of the centre and international presence in the R&I community. He has been a
member of several evaluation and coaching programmes seeking disruptive startups and SMEs in the
mobility sector.

Elaine Trimble, Director of Urban Development, Siemens’ Global Centre of Competence for Cities
(Moderator)
Elaine is a Director within the Urban Development team at Siemens’ Global Centre of Competence for
Cities in London. Elaine engages with cities and city leaders from around the globe to develop an
understanding of the role that technology can play in building smart and resilient cities. Elaine
believes that for smart cities to be a success, that cities and the private sector will need to
demonstrate that data driven technology can make a positive difference in our quality of life. More
specifically, that big data has a role to play in improving our air quality, the energy we use and how
we move around our cities. Elaine is leading the Siemens relationship with Rockefeller’s 100 Resilient
Cities. Elaine has a background in city consulting with Arup, and she developed an understanding of
infrastructure finance from her time with the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development.
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DAY 1, SESSION 8
Doctoral Training Network: Young Researchers’ views on Urban
Mobility
An interactive session, moderated by Martin Vendel, Director of Academy, EIT Urban Mobility
Synopsis:
For this interactive session, more than a dozen current and former doctoral candidates will be
reunited to share their views on urban mobility. Some of them will be live, others pre-recorded, but
EIT Urban Mobility’s Doctoral Training Network ensure that they will inspire discussions on issues that
concern them as young researchers on urban mobility.
All these researchers have different backgrounds and areas of research. But how do they imagine the
future of urban mobility? What would they like their research to become? What are the
misconceptions surrounding their research topics?
By giving them a voice, moderator Dr. Martin Vendel, Director of the Academy, will encourage the
panellists to react to their statement, sharing in turn their various experience.

Speakers:
Dr. Anna Clark, Innovation Lifecycle Manager, Innovation Hub North, EIT Urban Mobility
Dr. Anna Clark has worked in the field of urban mobility for 15 years. Before joining EIT Urban
Mobility, she worked as a sustainable transport consultant in Sweden, and as a project manager for
mobility projects at the city network Polis in Brussels. She holds a PhD in transport from the Institute
of Transport Studies at the University of Leeds in England. Anna’s drive is in supporting the shift to
sustainable urban mobility, and she is particularly passionate about working on decarbonisation of the
transport sector to help us reach our climate goals and save the planet.
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DAY 1, SESSION 8
Speakers:
Dr. -lng. Benjamin Büttner, Head of Doctoral Training Network EIT Urban Mobility and Head of
Research Group ‘Accessibility Planning’ at Technical University of Munich (TUM)
Dr. Benjamin Büttner is the academic council for the Chair of Urban Structure and Transport Planning
and leads the Working Group “Accessibility Planning” at the Technical University of Munich.
He has a Diploma in Geography and holds a PhD in Transport Engineering. His key research fields
primarily cover integrated urban and transport planning, active mobility as well as policy and decisionmaking. Benjamin is an active member of regional governance initiatives dealing with sustainable and
resilient urban and transport planning in the region of Munich.
Internationally he leads the Doctoral Training Network of the European Institute of Technology in
Urban Mobility und is a Co-Chair of the NECTAR Accessibility Clusters. Since 2020, Benjamin is CoEditor-in-Chief of the Journal of Urban Mobility.
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DAY 1, SESSION 8
Speakers:
Avital Angel, DTN doctoral candidate from Technion
Avital Angel is a Landscape Architect, urban planner and PhD candidate at the Technion – Isreal
Institute of Technology. Her research area involves walkability and big data, with an emphasis on the
relationship between walking and attributes of the built environment. She nurtures a keen interest in
designing healthier, walkable urban environments and in implementing knowledge from research in
practice. Avital has experience in environmental planning, neighbourhood planning, landscape
infrastructure and urban design.
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DAY 1, SESSION 8
Speakers:
Jani Fernanda Velazquez Robles, DTN doctoral candidate from Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya
(UPC)
Jani Fernanda Velazquez Robles works with C40 in the Clean Construction and Adaptation team,
which supports cities around the world in driving zero carbon construction and resilient design
strategies. Fernanda’s Ph.D. research is in the area of Management and Innovation in Architecture
and she is part of the Doctoral Training Networking of The European Institute of Innovation &
Technology in the area of Urban Mobility. Fernanda worked in México in the private and public sector
as an Architect, Project Manager, and Building Supervisor of different types of projects such as public
schools, retail, housing, offices, and interior design. She did a workshop in Beijing on Project and
Identity Management Development in 2015 and was one of the finalists in the CEMEX-TEC Awards in
2016. Fernanda holds a Master’s in Technology in Architecture from the Polytechnic University of
Cataluña in Barcelona, Spain, and the Architecture degree from the Universidad Nacional Autónoma
de México in México City.
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DAY 1, SESSION 8
Speakers:
Martin Vendel, Director of Academy, EIT Urban Mobility (Moderator)
Dr. Martin Vendel presently holds the position of Academy Director at EIT Urban Mobility. He has
experience from academic research and teaching combined with industrial experience from large
multinational corporations and startups. Dr. Vendel has experience from a number of executive and
board positions, with a focus on corporate strategy, marketing, business development and industry
transformation. The last years with a focus on technology-driven transformation and change.
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DAY 1, SESSION 9
Global Perspective on Urban Mobility: An International Comparative
Panel discussion, moderated by Gareth Macnaughton, Director of Innovation, EIT Urban Mobility
Synopsis:
In this session on Global Perspectives on Urban Mobility we will hear from experts from countries
around the world on their top challenges and country’s approach to urban mobility.
This session presents an opportunity to look beyond our network, compare and learn from different
approaches.
Session attendees will gain insight into:
•
•
•
•
•
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unique country-specific challenges influenced by factors such as geography, climate, and
demography, land-use, governance, availability of public transport, car use and local
economy,
differing approaches to meet current and future urban mobility needs,
the varied ways in which cities around the world are responding to global challenges such as
the COVID-19 pandemic and climate change,
examples of recent implementations of urban mobility solutions,
future direction and priorities of urban mobility.

DAY 1, SESSION 9
Speakers:
Ian Christensen, Managing Director, iMOVE Co-operative Research Centre
Ian Christensen is a passionate and experienced practitioner in innovation and collaboration, and
these were the driving motivators behind his initiative to establish the iMOVE Co-operative Research
Centre. He has spent most of his working life developing and delivering innovation in real-world
environments, with particular achievements in manufacturing, biotechnology, and transport.
His leadership of iMOVE draws on sixteen years of experience in managing multi stakeholder
collaborations and over forty years of activity in technology innovation. Ian is interested in a wide
range of subject matter and creates value by identifying useful connections. He has a Bachelors
degree in science and an MBA, and is the inventor on two families of patents.
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DAY 1, SESSION 9
Speakers:
Yasmin Forbes, Former Board Member, TRANSNET South Africa
Yasmin is the current lead independent director at the South African Institute of Chartered
Accountants and the Chair of Council of the University of the Western Cape. Experienced Board
Director, savvy technology industry executive with over 35 years extensive professional expertise and
significant executive leadership track record that spans across both Corporate and Civil Society.
A Chartered Director (SA) from the Institute of Directors SA and holds a Master’s in Business
Administration from Bond University, GoldCoast Australia.
Yasmin is result-driven borne from exceptional personal drive and passion, attention to detail and
disciplined, tied to the ability to quickly understand complex, often unfamiliar terrains and a constant
urge to learn.
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DAY 1, SESSION 9
Speakers:
Adam Cohen, Senior Research Manager, UC Berkeley
Adam Cohen is a Senior Research Manager at the Transportation Sustainability Research Center at UC
Berkeley. Since joining the group in 2004, his research has focused on innovative mobility strategies,
including vehicle automation, smart cities, last mile delivery, shared mobility, smartphone apps,
advanced air mobility, and other emerging technologies. Adam has published numerous peerreviewed journal articles and reports on shared, innovative, and emerging transportation
technologies. Previously, Adam worked for the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) and
the Information Technology and Telecommunications Laboratory (ITTL) at the Georgia Tech Research
Institute (GTRI). His academic background is in city and regional planning and international affairs.
Adam’s unique multidisciplinary background gives him unique insight into automation, electrification,
and the potential impacts of innovative and emerging transportation technologies.
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DAY 1, SESSION 9
Speakers:
Takehiko Nagumo, Senior Managing Executive Officer, Mitsubishi UFJ Research & Consulting
Takehiko Nagumo is Senior Managing Executive Officer at Mitsubishi UFJ Research and Consulting,
one of the premier think tank and consulting firms in Japan. Takehiko is responsible for promoting
digital government and smart cities at national level in Japan from research and consulting capacity
and his concurrent roles include Executive Director, Smart City Institute Japan. His previous roles
include Executive Officer of Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group and its subsidiary, MUFG Bank.
Takehiko also serves as an Adjunct Professor at Kyoto University, as a Research Fellow at the National
Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST), a Senior Visiting Fellow at the
International University of Japan and is Visiting Professor at a number of universities worldwide,
including Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology and Tallinn Institute of Technology.
Takehiko has two masters degrees, an MBA from Georgetown University, Washington DC and an MSc
in Development Finance from SOAS University of London. Takehiko has an LLB in Political Science
from Keio University, Tokyo, and served as a Professional Fellow at Columbia University.
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DAY 1, SESSION 9
Speakers:
Gareth Macnaughton, Director of Innovation, EIT Urban Mobility (Moderator)
Gareth Macnaughton, Director of Innovation at the European Institute of Innovation and Technology
(EIT) Urban Mobility has over 15 years of experience designing and running research and innovation
programs in government and industry. Macnaughton has a strong interest in applied ICT for secure,
sustainable and resilient cities and has had a successful career in Europe for US multinationals
including Hewlett Packard Enterprise and CISCO Systems, as well as with the
European Commission and the Cabinet Office UK.
Macnaughton's undergraduate studies in the US, UK and France have provided a strong grounding in
European political economy and law, and he is also a postgraduate alumnus of both the University of
Glasgow, Urban Studies Department, and the University of Edinburgh, Department of Sociology.
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DAY 1, SESSION 10
XKIC Advanced Climate Resilient Sustainable Cities - Capitalising on
Collaboration to Drive System Change in Food Logistics and Delivery in
Amsterdam
Moderated by Maria Marrugat, Programme & Project Officer, EIT Urban Mobility
Synopsis:
EIT Urban Mobility and EIT Climate-KIC unite as part of the Cross-KIC activity Advanced Climate
Resilient, Sustainable Cities for radical redesign of fundamental city functions and the services needed
for sustainable, adaptive, and resilient cities.
This session will illustrate the Cross-KIC framework and the Food Logistics and Distribution Call in
Amsterdam. Moreover, the winning consortia, led by Amped BV, will present their proposal,
emphasising their goals, findings and potential outcome. In closing, a Q&A session will give the
audience the opportunity to find out more about the topics discussed.
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DAY 1, SESSION 10
Speakers:
Thomas Osdoba, Senior City Advisor EIT Climate-KIC, leader of XKIC Sustainable Cities
Thomas Osdoba joined EIT Climate-KIC in 2018 as a Senior Advisor. He created and launched Healthy,
Clean Cities, Europe’s leading effort to help cities respond to the climate emergency and build
inclusive and prosperous communities. The initiative is the most advanced program of its kind for
cities seeking to achieve carbon neutrality by 2030.
Thomas brings an exemplary history of leadership and innovation, spanning public, private, nonprofit,
and academic sectors. He has served as a policy expert, leading practitioner of sustainable
development projects and programs, thought leader and innovator in urban sustainability and
economic development, and creative entrepreneur and innovator at the leading edge of social
enterprise and sustainable finance.
His work has been a catalyst for transformative projects and programs, from the creation of clean
energy systems, and adaptive project financing platforms and strategies, to top-ranked sustainability
programs and policies. His expertise in sustainability, community and economic development, climate
change mitigation and resilience, impact investing, and social enterprise development offers a unique
perspective to any organization seeking strategic advice. Thomas combines systems thinking and
creativity in service of future-oriented new endeavors. He has co-created multiple social enterprises,
including EcoDistricts, New Energy Cities, and Clean Energy Works.
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Speakers:
Natalia Vera, City Advisor EIT Climate-KIC
Natalia joined EIT Climate-KIC early 2020 as a Cities Advisor. She leads the Cross KIC Sustainable Cities,
which supports the Healthy, Clean Cities Deep Demonstration, and works closely with the cities of
Amsterdam and Madrid.
She brings substantial track-record in building, co-ordinating, monitoring, and curation of
international partnerships, projects and initiatives involving regions and cities in their ambitions
towards sustainable and resilient territories and societies. She also has significant experience in
raising the voice and stature of subnational governments at EU&UN level, as well as fostering
decentralised cooperation.
Natalia combines practitioner and academic approaches in international relations, paradiplomacy and
sustainability, with special focus on 2030 Agenda and SDGs. In her work experience, she has worked
in, with and for subnational governments, as well as University part-time teacher and consultant.
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Speakers:
Mark Frederiks, Managing Director, Amped BV
Mark Frederiks is a short food supply chain entrepreneur, national hub manager of the SmartChain
Consortium, the CEO of Local2Local and board member of TaskForce Korte Keten. He has a wealth of
knowledge about establishing short food supply chains and is an active member in a variety of
networks in the food and agriculture field. With a background in IT, he is a strong proponent of
digitalization as a key strategy for fostering more resilient and efficient short food supply chains.
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Speakers:
Danika Moore, Project Manager, Amped BV
Danika is a researcher, activist and food enthusiast seeking a societal transition towards sustainability.
She is committed to changing the food system to better serve the needs of all of Earth’s inhabitants
by re-establishing our relationship with food and empowering farmers to pursue regenerative
agricultural practices.
Having graduated from Utrecht University with a Masters degree in Sustainable Development in 2019,
she has spent the last year deepening her knowledge in issues around climate justice, food
sovereignty and grassroots organizing. She is now diving deep into the world of logistics as comanager and researched on the Cross KIC Project “Capitalizing on Collaboration to Drive System
Change in Food Logistics and Delivery in Amsterdam” and is eager to share initial findings during the
EIT Mobility Summit.

Maria Marrugat, Programme & Project Officer, EIT Urban Mobility (Moderator)
Maria joined EIT Urban Mobility in February 2019 as Programme Officer, until being appointed as
Cross-KIC Programme and Project Officer in August 2020. Prior to joining the EIT, she worked for over
three years as a Project Manager with an environmental consultancy, forming part of SEAT’s new
urban mobility department as a consultant and product owner of new urban mobility services.
As an architect and urban designer, she has more than six years of work experience in London
preceded by over two years in Barcelona, where she gained experience over a range of urban projects
with both public and private sectors. She holds a degree in Architecture Studies by ETSAB, UPC (2007)
and MSc in Sustainable Heritage by UCL (2009).
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DAY 2, SESSION 1
The Sustainable and Smart Mobility Strategy – How the EU will bring
Urban Mobility on the Path towards Climate-Neutrality by 2050
EC Services and EU Institutions, moderated by Laura Shields, Founder & Managing Director, Red
Thread EU
Synopsis:
On 11 December 2019, the European Commission presented the European Green Deal, the first
priority and the new growth strategy for our continent, bringing all sectors and facets of our societies
on a path towards climate neutrality by mid-century.
Almost a year to the day, and as part of the European Green Deal, the European Commission will
bring forward a Strategy for Sustainable and Smart Mobility (9 December 2020) to set the policy
framework paving the way to align the transport sector with the European Green Deal ambition,
which notably implies reducing the transport-related GHG emissions by 90% by 2050.
In this context, this high-level session will be the occasion for the Director-General of the European
Commission in charge of mobility and transport to present the Strategy to the audience. This will be
followed by a high-level discussion about the expected evolution of the EU policy landscape to shape
urban mobility in line with the Green Deal. The audience will benefit from the participation of the
chairwoman of the Committee of the European Parliament dealing with mobility-related policies, who
will share her views and expectations from the key policy files to enable a sustainable urban mobility
future. This moderated discussion will also touch upon the crucial role to be played by cities and
public transport in this endeavour.
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Speakers:
Henrik Hololei, Director-General for Mobility and Transport, European Commission
Henrik Hololei is an economist by training and holds degrees from Tallinn Technical University and
Aarhus University in Denmark. He held various positions in the Estonian Government Office between
1995 and 2004. He was mainly responsible for coordinating the work for the Estonian accession to the
European Union. In 2001-2002, he was Minister of Economy.
In 2004, he moved to the European Commission as Head of Cabinet of Vice President Siim Kallas until
2013, when he became Deputy Secretary General. In October 2015, he became Director-General for
Mobility and Transport in the European Commission. Henrik is married with one daughter.
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Speakers:
Karima Delli, Chair of TRAN Committee, European Parliament
Karima Delli has been chairwoman of the ‘transport and tourism’ committee of the European
Parliament since 2017. Since she is very keen on making EU transport as green and as clean as
possible, Mrs Delli has conducted lots of efforts with this regard over the last years. This is one of the
reasons why she set up the European Startup Prize for Mobility in 2017, which aims at fostering
startups active in clean mobility.
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Speakers:
Mohamed Mezghani, Secretary General, UITP
Mohamed Mezghani has been working in public transport and urban mobility related fields for more
than 30 years. Since January 2018, and currently, he is the Secretary General of the International
Association of Public Transport (UITP). Until then, he had been Deputy Secretary General of UITP
(2014-2017), Knowledge Director (2001-2006) chairing the department developing content-related
services for UITP members, and Senior Manager (1999-2001). From 2006 till 2013, he worked as an
independent consultant and Adviser to UITP on several technical assistance and training projects in
Africa and the Middle East.
Before joining UITP, Mohamed was a consultant in the French group, BCEOM, (from 1990 to 1999)
and in the French Agency for Environment and Energy Management, ADEME, (from 1988-1990).
He is a graduate in Industrial Engineering (1987) from Ecole Nationale d’Ingénieurs de Tunis, Tunisia
and has a Masters in Transport (1988) from Ecole Nationale des Ponts et Chaussées, Paris, France.
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Speakers:
Anna Lisa Boni, Secretary General, EUROCITIES
Anna Lisa Boni has been secretary general of EUROCITIES since June 2014. She has 25 years of
professional experience in EU public affairs in the field of local and regional government and has
successfully worked for a stronger recognition of cities’ challenges within the European agenda.
Her aim is to act in a way that best serves European cities as key players in the European project and
centres for generating renewal and growth. Anna Lisa has a Masters degree from the University of
Bologna in political science, and from the University of Leuven in European studies.
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Speakers:
Laura Shields, Founder & Managing Director, Red Thread EU (Moderator)
Laura Shields is the founder and Managing Director of Red Thread, a Brussels-based communications
agency specialising in media, presentation and message training. A former journalist who graduated
from Cambridge University in 2000, Laura started her career at CNN and CNBC in London, specialising
in European business news and US politics. She moved to the BBC in 2004 where she initially worked
as the Economics and Business Analyst and then as a producer for Radio 4's World at One and PM
programmes.
Laura now works as a communications trainer and panel moderator in Brussels. As a media trainer
she opened the Brussels office of The Media Coach in 2008 before establishing Red Thread in July
2017. As a journalist she reported for Reuters TV from all the major EU Summits and as a
communications consultant she has also written for Open Democracy, Huffington Post,
Communication Director and Outsource Magazines.
Laura’s clients include European Commissioners and senior managers, EU and US Ambassadors,
European government ministers, MEPs, Fortune 500 and FTSE 100 companies, trade associations,
NGOs, thinktanks, scientists and philanthropic organisations.
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DAY 2, SESSION 2
The Journey of an Urban Mobility Entrepreneur
Panel discussion, moderated by Fredrik Hånell, Business Creation Director, EIT Urban Mobility
Synopsis:
This session will present five startups from our current portfolio, attending EIT Urban Mobility
Business Creation programmes and from our different Innovation Hubs.
Startups will present their companies and a panel discussion around current challenges that urban
mobility startups are facing will follow.
Session attendees will learn:
-

An understanding of the challenges for urban mobility entrepreneurs
An understanding of how EIT UM can support startups overcoming these challenges
How startups are facing challenges and improving urban mobility in European cities
How EIT is filling the funding gap within EU startup ecosystem in urban mobility

Speakers:
Corvin Huber, CEO & CTO, D3 Technologies
Corvin Huber is CEO & CTO of D3 Technologies. Corvin led several German aircraft manufacturers
(EXTRA, REMOS, Econoflug) to exits with international investors (UK & US). He rapidly built & scaled
hard-hitting tech company business & engineering teams. Corvin managed a small-cap tech investor.
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Speakers:
Thibault Castagne, CEO & Co-Founder, Vianova
Thibault Castagne is the co-founder & CEO of Vianova, a leading technology & service provider that
helps cities better integrate & regulate transportation services on the streets network. Thibault is a
serial entrepreneur in mobility and new energy ventures. He is a former data-scientist at HSBC and
portfolio manager at a leading energy hedge fund. Thibault holds an engineering degree from INSA
Lyon and the University of Illinois. He is a keen skier and is passionate about making cities more
livable.
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Speakers:
Pavel Vrba, CEO & Founder, eParkomat
Pavel Vrba is CEO and Co-Founder of eParkomat. Pavel is an experienced manager and innovator with
international background in area of Smart City, Urban mobility, AI. With his team they created a
unique algorithm for on-street parking prediction and way, how to utilize telecommunication data for
smart city industry.
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Speakers:
Karin Ebbinghaus, CEO, Elonroad
Karin Ebbinghaus is the CEO of Elonroad AB. Elonroad is a charging infrastructure for all types of
electric vehicles. Elonroad’s technology will significantly reduce the carbon footprint of transportation
as well as digitalize our roads. Karin Ebbinghaus has a masters of law degree from Lund University and
has worked with M&A (mergers and acquisitions) cross border transactions for more than 15 years at
top tier law firms. After an executive MBA from Stockholm School of Economics in 2015, Karin has
focused on investments in cleantech startups with a focus to reduce CO₂.
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DAY 2, SESSION 2
Speakers:
Fredrik Hånell, Business Creation Director, EIT Urban Mobility (Moderator)
Fredrik Hånell is the Business Creation Director for EIT Urban Mobility, an initiative of the European
Institute of Innovation and Technology (EIT) to encourage positive changes in the way people move
around cities in order to make them more livable places. Fredrik has 25 years of experience notably
from running and funding public and VC backed high-tech start-ups as CEO, co-founder and
entrepreneur, he holds an MBA from INSEAD in France and an MSc in Engineering Physics from KTH in
Sweden.
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DAY 2, SESSION 3
City Club: Living Labs and Citizen Engagement
An interactive session, moderated by Florinda Boschetti, Director of City Club, EIT Urban Mobility
Synopsis:
Living labs are a key instrument in urban mobility to trial out new services and products and boost the
uptake of novel transport solutions in cities. As user-centre and open innovation ecosystems, living
labs adapt a systematic co-creation approach by placing the citizen at the centre of innovation and
integrating research and innovation processes in real life communities and settings.
Two core elements of a living lab, active user involvement and co-creation processes, are
instrumental to help design user-centric solutions and mould the opportunities offered by new
technologies to address specific needs and aspirations of local contexts and communities.
Building on the success of existing digital platforms for citizen participation, EIT Urban Mobility will
launch in 2021 the DecidiUM platform to enable new learning opportunities, knowledge and best
practice exchange among transport practitioners and policy-makers, as well as supporting citizen
engagement in participative processes across European cities.
What framework conditions of a living lab can enable the full potential of citizens engagement and cocreation strategies and methodologies? What are the lessons learnt from cities and other players in
shaping the future of urban mobility and the public realm with local community groups? How can EIT
Urban Mobility support citizen-driven innovation and the wider mobility community in Europe?
Engage in an iterative session with our speakers and the EIT Urban Mobility Community, and share
your views and ideas on how to leverage partnerships in living labs to address mobility challenges and
build a suitable terrain for user-involvement in the innovation process.
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Speakers:
Camilla Byström, Department of Transport Planning, City of Stockholm
Camilla Byström has a PhD in infrastructure and planning and works as an analyst and researcher at
the division of transport planning, Stockholm city. Camilla also manages the innovation programme
InfraSweden2030 at the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH).
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Speakers:
Melanie Grötsch, Department of Urban Development & Traffic Planning, City of Munich
Melanie Grötsch is responsible for traffic planning and innovations in mobility in the Department of
Urban Planning and Building Regulations of the Municipality of Munich. This Department oversees a
wide range of projects relating to mobility in a Smart City. Among others the project "Modellstadt
2030" of the Inzell initiative, to implement forward-looking solutions for sustainable mobility in the
city of Munich, or the project “Car-free Old Town”.
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Speakers:
Àngel López, Head of Urban Mobility Strategy, City of Barcelona
Àngel López holds a Civil Engineer degree and has huge experience with regards to urban mobility
strategies and policies. Amongst other previous professional experience, Àngel has been the Head of
the Mobility Department within the Municipality of Barcelona, being involved in the implementation
of successful mobility projects such as the public bike sharing scheme (Bicing) and the parking
management scheme (Àrea Verda). In 2012 he was appointed as the manager of the LIVE platform,
the public-private partnership that promoted e-mobility in the metropolitan area of Barcelona. He is
now responsible for the city of Barcelona’s urban mobility strategy.
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Speakers:
Florinda Boschetti, Director of City Club, EIT Urban Mobility (Moderator)
Florinda Boschetti holds the position of Head of City Club at EIT Urban Mobility KIC where she
animates the community of frontrunner local governments in sustainable urban mobility and brings
their ideas for clean, safe, inclusive and affordable mobility for all to life.
Florinda is a city and transport planner PhD, and an enthusiastic advocate of liveable and healthy
cities. She has over fifteen years’ experience working in sustainable mobility and urban governance
across academia, the public sector and European network associations, and liaising with public
officials, national and international stakeholders, European institution and intergovernmental
organisations. She has led significant work in strategic research and innovation projects, and has
helped advance the dialogue between stakeholders on the health dimension in transport.
Before joining the EIT Urban Mobility in 2020, Florinda has served as Senior Project Manager at Polis
Network for eight years and has coordinated Polis working groups on Environment and Health in
Transport. She also acted as a focal point of UNECE-WHO’s Transport, Health and Environment PanEuropean Programme (THE PEP), and as a member of the Eltis’ European Sustainable Urban Mobility
Plans Coordination Group, she was the coordinator and programme manager of 6th European
Conference on SUMPs in Groningen, the Netherlands in 2019. Between 2009 and 2012 she has
worked with the European Cyclists’ Federation (ECF) and has contributed to the launch of the Global
Scientists for Cycling Network.
Florinda supports the Solar Impulse Foundation as a Senior Expert with assessing techclean solutions,
and has started as an Advocate at PlacemakingX to accelerate placemaking as a way to create healthy,
inclusive, and beloved communities. Beyond cycling she is also passionate about aviation and holds
Private Pilot Licence Aeroplane on Piper PA-38 Tomahawk aircraft.
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DAY 2, SESSION 4
Future Mobility: Digital Opportunities
Panel discussion, moderated by Gareth Macnaughton, Director of Innovation, EIT Urban Mobility
Synopsis:
Digital technology is disrupting our economy, society, and our mobility. How will digitalisation change
our commutes in the future? What improvements will technology bring to our neighbourhoods and
cities?
This session on Future Mobility is an opportunity to hear from a range of speakers on the frontline of
digital innovation and find out what innovations they believe will make a big change in the next 5
years on urban mobility and city life.
With a particular focus on the digital, the session will cover areas such as Artificial Intelligence,
Autonomous Vehicles, 5G, V2I, Data Protection/Security, MaaS and more.
Session attendees will gain insight into how specific digital and technological innovations will impact
urban mobility, the urban mobility innovations we can expect to see in the next 5 years and what will
be the societal impacts of these innovations. This session will also explore the role of innovation in
increasing quality of life for citizens, accessibility and mitigating climate change.

Speakers:
Peter Shearman, Head of Co-Innovation, UK and Ireland, Cisco
Peter Shearman is Head of Co-Innovation, UK and Ireland for Cisco. He has successfully led
collaborative innovations across a number of sectors – health, transport, energy – combining start-up
creativity, sector leaders, and Cisco. He developed Cisco Europe’s co-innovation methodology and
leads the creation of new ideas and partnerships.
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Speakers:
Prof. Sidharta Gautama, Professor in Intelligent Systems Engineering, Ghent University
Sidharta Gautama is Associate Professor in Intelligent Systems at Ghent University. He has headed the
innovation center i-KNOW at Ghent University, which incubates the innovation and spin off activity of
our research in intelligent information processing. With i-KNOW, he has incorporated eight
companies active in the domains of smart cities, environment and future factories. His research team
works on intelligent systems for smart and resilient societies and industry 4.0. They develop
innovative decision support systems to help to address the increasing complexity of industrial
management and urban policy-making. It combines AI and data-driven approaches in combination
with human expert knowledge in order to co-create personalized solutions and sustainable
(operational) environments. The research group currently participates in seven EU projects and has
served as living lab in national and international initiatives.

Fernando Liesa, Secretary General, Alliance for Logistics Innovation through Collaboration in
Europe (ALICE)
Dr. Fernando Liesa is the Secretary General at the Alliance for Logistics Innovation through
Collaboration in Europe (ALICE). The European Technology Platform was established to develop a
comprehensive strategy for research, innovation and market deployment of logistics and supply chain
management innovation in Europe.
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Speakers:
Jan Schönig, Director for Urban Development & Smart Cities, Siemens Advanta Solutions
Jan Schönig is the Director for Urban Development & Smart Cities at Siemens Advanta Solutions,
responsible for strategy, partner relations, program management, and business development for
smart city infrastructure solutions. Since joining Siemens in 1997, he has been involved in a variety of
assignments, projects, and management responsibilities, including four years as Head of Corporate
Development in Qatar and two years managing the Siemens IT Solution Unit in France.
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Speakers:
Gareth Macnaughton, Director of Innovation, EIT Urban Mobility (Moderator)
Gareth Macnaughton, Director of Innovation at the European Institute of Innovation and Technology
(EIT) Urban Mobility has over 15 years of experience designing and running research and innovation
programs in government and industry. Macnaughton has a strong interest in applied ICT for secure,
sustainable and resilient cities and has had a successful career in Europe for US multinationals
including Hewlett Packard Enterprise and CISCO Systems, as well as with the
European Commission and the Cabinet Office UK.
Macnaughton's undergraduate studies in the US, UK and France have provided a strong grounding in
European political economy and law, and he is also a postgraduate alumnus of both the University of
Glasgow, Urban Studies Department, and the University of Edinburgh, Department of Sociology.
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DAY 2, SESSION 5
European Network – Meet EIT Urban Mobility’s Network in the RIS
Countries
Moderated by Bence Huba, Director of Regional Innovation Scheme (RIS), EIT Urban Mobility
Synopsis:
In this session EIT Urban Mobility will introduce the seven new RIS hubs established in 2020 in
Greece, Hungary, Malta, Poland, Portugal, Serbia and Slovenia. You will hear from the local partners
running each hub presenting their local partner network, outlining their activities and results from
2020 and their plans for 2021.
Speakers:
Nikos Giannoulidis, Euroconsultants – EIT Urban Mobility RIS Hub Greece
Nikos Giannoulidis is an experienced International Projects Director and Innovation Management
Consultant. Since 2011 he is Director of International Projects and Innovation Services in
Euroconsultants S.A. having personally overseen the coordination of numerous projects in support of
international research cooperation (funded by FP5, FP6, FP7 & H2020, CIP and various Territorial
Cooperation Programmes). He has thus gained key insight and expertise in delivering innovation and
training services to Industry, Academia and R&D institutes, NGOs, Government, etc.
Nikos has firm experience in the advising regional and national authorities in the development of
Innovation (Smart Specialization) Strategies and the identification of measures to support
implementation. He currently supports key institutions and SMEs in the establishment of Innovation
Clusters (ICT, agrofood, tourism, etc.) and the development of business plans for technology parks
and incubators in South East Europe.
His expertise in the management of EU-funded research and innovation projects is further reinforced
by 10-year long track record in contracting and coordinating various International Donor Technical
Assistance (EuropeAid, World Bank, UNDP, EBRD) projects in Turkey, Albania, Bulgaria, Romania,
Malta, Cyprus and Azerbaijan in various sectors such as SME development, innovation support,
regional and rural development, programme management, engineering, etc.)
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Speakers:
Ákos Dervalics, Startup Campus – EIT Urban Mobility RIS Hub Hungary
Ákos Dervalics (electrical engineer, MBA) – CEO of SC Energy LLC, HUB manager of EIT InnoEnergy and
EIT Urban Mobility in Hungary – is a strategic minded, coach type leader with focus on innovation
management, new businesses, upscaling and expansion stage of SMEs. He leads InnoEnergy HUB
Hungary and provides business development support as registered H2020 SME Instrument coach with
20+ international coaching references.
Ákos has 20 years’ experience in business development, sales, management and technology transfer
with focus on growth, entrepreneurship and organisation development. Guiding a team’s efforts to
build up a new venture is crucial during the earliest years. To cultivate the ability of more young
entrepreneurs and SMEs, he co-founded the Knowledge to Money Club, a non-profit initiative to
share best practices and educate entrepreneurs.
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Speakers:
Camille Bon, Project Aegle Foundation – EIT Urban Mobility RIS Hub Malta
Camille Bon is the manager of Project Aegle Foundation, a voluntary organisation that advance
mobility solutions and the coordinator of EIT Urban Mobility in Malta.
Passionate about creating positive changes, she provides a strategic vision and holistic approach to
transform businesses and projects into a positive force for social and environmental change.
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Speakers:
Przemyslaw Zawodny, Institute of Logistics and Warehousing – EIT Urban Mobility RIS Hub Poland
Przemyslaw Zawodny holds a Master of Applied Mathematics, Engineer of Production Management
and a PhD in Mechanics. He has experience mainly in R&D teams, but also working in testing and
certifications authorities. Since February 2020, Przemyslaw is Deputy Director and Chief Research
Officer at Luksiewicz Reasercz Network – The Institute of Logistics and Warehousing.
Still keen to learn and to collect new knowledge, his position as leader of EIT Urban Mobility’s RIS Hub
in Poland is changing his perspective and vision on cities. Przemyslaw is a husband and father of a son
and daughter, aged 11 and 3 years. In his free time he likes reading sci-fi books, watching movies and
playing board games.
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Speakers:
Sofia Fernandes, Building Global Innovators – EIT Urban Mobility RIS Hub Portugal
Sofia Fernandes is the Head of Business Development at Building Global Innovators (BGI), making sure
startups' solutions are brought to the market successfully through well-based strategy and resource
planning and implementation. This includes market research, direct sales, customer communication,
and PR management. Most of all are the task of managing clients and acquiring new ones. Prior to
that Sofia was Head of Projects, supervising a team of 10 in over 40 different programs that BGI
delivers for different clients, including corporations, SME, startups, local government, and EU. Sofia
was also the Head of Marketing and Communication, putting in place a strategy and roadmap, having
the main focus on media engagement and growth.
Before that Sofia was Professor at Nova SBE for Management and Finance Master students. Sofia
started her career in FMCG and then luxury products, launching new products in the market while
managing the brands and strategy for the launch and growth of the products.
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Speakers:
Dr. Radomir Zikic, National Association of Autonomous and Electic Vehicles of Serbia – EIT Urban
Mobility RIS Hub Serbia
Dr. Radomir Zikic is research professor at the University of Belgrade, and was educated in physics at
Faculty of Physics in Belgrade and nanotechnology at Oak Ridge National Laboratory – USA.
He possesses demonstrated ability to initiate, negotiate, lead and manage national and international
grants in Europe and Balkan Region. He was the coordinator of collaborative RIA FP7/H2020 grants
and grant holder of Swiss National Scientific Foundation, in charge for project management and
reporting (both financial and technical) and for document preparation for external auditing.
He also served as a Serbian Delegate in ESFRI (European Strategic Forum on Research Infrastructure),
former member of JRC Board of Governors (EU Joint Research Centre) and Serbian National
Coordinator (NCP) for HORISON2020; former Head of the Negotiating Group 25 – Science during
Serbia-EU accession negotiations and Assistant Minister in Serbian Government, Ministry of
Education, Science and Technological Development, in charge for International cooperation and EU
integration. With 25 years of professional experience Dr. Zikic is a Member of the Board and
Innovation Director of Serbian National Association of Autonomous and Electric Vehicles.
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Speakers:
Alenka Mauko Pranjić, Slovenian National Building & Civil Engineering Institute – EIT Urban
Mobility RIS Hub Slovenia
Alenka Mauko Pranjić (Ph.D. Geol.) is working in the field of construction materials, recycling, circular
economy and sustainable assessments. She has been involved in international projects in the field of
decarbonising of road infrastructure, as well as in the field of environmental, economic and social
impacts (LCA, S-LCA and LCC).
Since 2008 she has been the project coordinator of several international project (3 LIFE, 1 H2020, 1
EIT RawMaterials) and two national research projects, as well as being a workpackage leader in
different international research projects. She has been evaluator of H2020 project and reviewer for
different national and international journals. She is currently Head of Department of Materials at
Slovenian National Building and Civil Engineering Institute (ZAG) and Head of EIT Urban Mobility RIS
Hub Slovenia.
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Speakers:
Bence Huba, Director of Regional Innovation Scheme (RIS), EIT Urban Mobility (Moderator)
Bence Huba is a civil engineer (Karsruhe, Germany) and economist (Munich, Germany) working in
Germany, Austria, Hungary and Cyprus. He has over 20 years experience with EU funds and
environmental protection in his roles as Vice-President of EU Fund Management in Hungary (National
Development Agency – 30 billion euro EU funds, 2010-2014) and head of the managing authority and
intermediate body of different funds (2007-2014).
Bence is the former Vice-Chancellor of the Technical University of Budapest, Hungary, and a former
research fellow of the Technical University of Munich, Germany. He has extensive business
experience as CEO and SB member of various companies and as Business Line Director at Deloitte,
and with Ministries as State Secretary and Director General (Environmental protection/climate
issues/EU funds/Electric mobility).
From 2016 to 2018 Bence was Chair of Electric Mobility Europe. Since 2019 he has been RIS Manager
at EIT Urban Mobility and in 2020 he became Vice-President of Hungary’s Association of Future
Mobility.
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DAY 2, SESSION 6
InnovaCity Awards Final Pitch Event
Awards Ceremony, moderated by Dr. Alan Armstrong, UnternehmerTUM
Synopsis:
InnovaCity is a global education programme that brings together innovators, entrepreneurs,
companies and cities to shape the future of urban mobility.
In 2020 we hosted three hackathon-style workshops providing participants with a chance to tackle
real city challenges while learning and applying the skills of design thinking.
During these workshops, teams of participants engaged with potential customers to better
understand their problems, develop an innovative solution and pitch their idea as part of a
competition on the final day.
Four winning teams have been selected as part of this global competition – one for each of the cities
that proposed their own mobility challenges.
The Final Pitch event will showcase the solutions developed by the winning teams for the Munich,
Barcelona, Tel-Aviv Yafo and Helsinki challenges.

Nominees:
Bhushan Chhatre, To Car or Not To Car
Bhushan Chhatre is a Startup Analyst who is passionately curious about "EVERYTHING". This quest to
know everything has led him through a diverse career from business development and market
research to innovation consulting and startup scouting.
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Nominees:
Silvia Giraldo, iGoTag
Silvia is a designer with a growth mindset who loves to travel out of her comfort zone.
She has experience in UX/UI, graphic design, rapid prototyping, teamwork, collaboration and branding
with a personal passion for sustainability, social design and equality.
If you want to know more about Silvia and her work, please visit http://silviagiraldodsgn.com

Harish Natarajan, HelsinKEY
Harish Natarajan is a Mechanical Engineer with interdisciplinary experience in Research, Product
Development and Software Development passionate to shape the Future of Mobility.
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Nominees:
Sara Ahmed, Local kehhee-LAH
Sara is a PhD candidate at the German Cancer Research Centre. She is extremely passionate about
empowering low-income families through social entrepreneurship initiatives including leveraging
mobility solutions for this cause.

Dr. Alan Armstrong, UnternehmerTUM (Moderator)
Alan is a startup coach supporting early-stage entrepreneurs develop their ideas, secure their first
funding and get into an accelerator.
He has extensive experience working in innovation in Europe and has worked as part of the education
team at EIT Health.
In his spare time he runs a YouTube channel called “The Strong Startup” supporting early stage
entrepreneurs.
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